




Hail Adventurer! Welcome to the ever expanding wortd 
of MIDAS, the incredible new experience for enthusiasts of the 
quest. The events in which you are about to participate hove 
never before been implemented with such reolism. For the very 
first time, the computer ploys the port of your eyes. It maintains 
a constant view of the catacombs as you walk around (unless 
you find your>elf in the dork or ore blinded!). Your view of the 
adventure world is smoothly animated to give the impression 
of a cartoon film. The other characters that you meet ore also 
smoothly animated in FULL 3-D, as ore the various animals 
which wander the corridors. 

There are treasure rooms to plunder, caverns to 
explore, pits to avoid, and a host of other exciting things 
to see and do. Not everyone will pursue the some goals, but 
many will search for the priceless Armour, fashioned in distant 
antiquity by the Master Armaurer, Zab. 

Not all the beings you come across will be os unfriendly os 
The Sorcerer we met in the introduction. In fact, many will 
go out of their way to help you on r,our quest, ond others con 
be bribed, threatened or cojo ed into revealing their 
knowledge of the dungeon. You will soon learn to recognise 
from afar the characters you wont to meet, and those better 
ovoidedl 

Also to be found ore many objects ond artifacts which con help 
or hinder the adventurer. Each item should be examined 
warily, it helps to keep on eye on your strength and spell power 
whilst handing unknown objects. Some items, if handled for 
too long, will quite simply kill you I Other things you con pick up 
will give you tremendous powers, and the ability to deal with 
oll but the most deadly of foes. Generally speaking, items to be 
found in any given portion of the dungeon will give yOLI power 
appropriate to the experience you hove gained in coming that 
for. 

Just os different people will wish to follow different quests 
within Swords & Sorcery, so their choracters will develop 
differently. For this reason the player hos the facility to choose 
his or her name at the start of the game. As you progress and 
accumulate items and riches you 1--.Jve the facility to save the 
current state of your character to tape, thus minimising the 
upset coused by the loss of o deorly loved chorocter. 

Characters con be os varied as people ore, with different 
abilities, personalities and experience. If you cost o lot of spells, 
then your characters ability with magic will improve, but only at 
the expense of your fighting skills. In the beginning it will 
probably pay you not to specialise too much because a magic 
user who is no good in a fight won't last very long when the 
going gets tough. 

There will always be occasions when you have no choice but 
to fight; perhaps you will be cornered or perhaps you just 
enjoy o bit of swordplay. The combat sequences (M.F.l.F.F.J 
may seem a litrle complicated at first but you will soon get the 
hong of it. Basically you will select on attack and o defence to 
use and your opponent will do the some. The computer works 
out and tells you the result eoch time you trode blows. If you like 
you con ignore the details and get on with obit of spell costing. 
Alternatively there is much to be gained from changing your 
attack and defence in response to your opponents choice. 

Wounds heal in time, and there ore safe places to hide whilst 
you recover, but don't let yourself starve ..... . 

Space saving techniques hove also been employed to 
considerable advantage in the storage of the creature images. 
For instance, if you.multiply the number of images (around 600 
of them) by their size, you arrive oto figure which is larger than 
the available memory inside your computer1 ond that is only 
the graphics! (Please don't coll us - it's our trade secret!). 

We hope the foregoing hos given you a taste of a few of the 
many amazing facets of MIDAS. Read on for o more deta iled 
e>eplanotion of how to operate the game ...... 

Please write for more details to: 
ALTERNATIVE SOFTW~RE. 

. 5 -7 Baileygate Industrial Estate, 
Units f act West Yorkshire WFS 2LN 
Ponte r • 

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS 
SPECTRUM 
Type LOAD •• then press ENTER (INTRO) 
Press PLAY on the ca ssette. 

AMSTRAD 
Press CONTROL ond ENTER (INTRO) keys together 
Press PLAY on the cassette . 

CBM64 
Press SHIFT ond RUN/STOP keys together. 
Press PLAY on the cassette. 

. Summft Sohware 
All righU rtief'Ved. 
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